This paper presents a simple parser to parse Arabic sentences. The aim of this parser is to check whether the syntax of an Arabic sentence is grammatically correct or not by constructing new efficient Context-Free Grammar that makes Top-Down technique much valuable. A set of experiments were ran on a dataset contains 150 Arabic sentence. The system achieved an average accuracy of 95%.
INTRODUCTION
In computer science, Natural Language Processing (NLP) deals with analyzing, understanding and generating the human languages in order to interface with computers in both written and spoken contexts using natural human languages.
Building a generic parser system (as one of NLP tasks) for Arabic language is a daunting; not an easy task due to the difficulty and complexity in both rich morphological and syntactical system the Arabic language own.
Parsing (syntactic analysis) is the process of mapping the sentence (string of words) to its parse tree. To do that, an efficient Context-Free Grammar (CFG), which defines the language, is extremely necessary step. Furthermore, a robust syntactical analysis system to check whether the parser input sentence may generate by a given CFG is also very important step, which requires an efficient Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging system to assign the syntactic category (noun, verb, and particle) to each word in the input sentence [6] [17] . This paper presents a simple parser to parse Arabic sentences. The aim of this parser is to check whether the syntax of an Arabic sentence is grammatically correct by constructing a new efficient Context-Free Grammar that makes Top-Down technique much valuable.
The paper starts with a brief summary of Arabic parsing related work. Arabic Context Free Grammar (CFG) is highlighted. Parsing with (CFG) including parse tree in more details also discussed. Finally, we present the experimental results and conclusion.
RELATED WORK
Many different approaches and a variety of ways related to Arabic Parsing have been done. Some of these works are listed below:
McCord et al. [9] presented their work on building an efficient parsing system that works on Arabic Language using a bottom up chart parser. Tounsi et al. [18] have used Treebank-based parsers and automatic LFG f-structure annotation methodologies to create a parser over Arabic language. Bataineh and Bataineh [4] developed new parser that uses the mechanism of recursive transition networks. Chiang et al. [5] highlighted this problem of parsing dialect language vs the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).
Other attempts were made to develop the parser for Arabic such as the work done by [1] [16] [11] [12] . However, the current literature in the field of Arabic NLP (particularly Parsing Systems) shows very few attempts have been done in developing an efficient parsing system for Arabic. Many reasons lie behind the lack of research on the Arabic language. A richly inflected and a complex morphological system that Arabic exhibits on one hand, and the lack of resources such as the availability of large manually tagged Arabic corpus on the other hand may constitutes the main reason behind the lack of research on the Arabic language [2] .
ARABIC CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR
Arabic language is the prominent member of Semitic languages family. It is written from right to left. The Arabic alphabet consists of 28 letters that change shape depending on their position within a word and the letters by which they are surrounded. Some Arabic letters must be connected to other letters; others may stand alone. Additionally, there are no special forms, such as the use of capital letters in English [19] .
Arabic has a rich and complex morphological system and syntactical as well. It is highly inflectional and derivational language. This make parsing Arabic sentences is a daunting, not an easy task, due to fact that some of Arabic sentences are too long in terms of sentences words. The average length may exceed 60 words. Additionally, the free word order nature of Arabic sentences from one hand and the presence of an elliptic personal pronoun from other hand increase the difficulty not only for parsing system, but also for building an efficient context free grammar (CFG) [1] .
A grammar in human language represents understandable specification of language syntax. It is not concern with semantic. On other word, the grammar is collection of rules that describes well-informed sentences in a language. Furthermore, context free grammar in natural languages represents a formal system which describes a language by specifying how any legal text can be derived from a distinguished symbol called the sentence symbol [15] .
In this paper, we introduced a context free grammar (CFG) which for the sake of simplicity developed to cover most valid sentences over Arabic Language. Figure 1 shows the CFG which is extremely necessary and pre-request step for any parsing system.
Fig. 1. Context-Free Grammar (CFG)
The main component of any CFG is a set of production rules. For example VP ⇒ V NP represents one of the above CFG production rules. Furthermore, it is clear that the recursive nesting of phrases can be easily done in all formal languages that can be generated by a CFG [15] .
Arabic language as many other natural languages has nominal (NP) and verbal sentences (VP). It well known that nominal sentences begin with noun while verbal begin with verb. The following section describes the parse tree and the parsing system in more details.
PARSING WITH CFG

PARSE TREE
The main goal of a parse tree is to show the hierarchical structure of the language. On other word, the parse tree is a graphical representation of a derivation which represents the hierarchical structure of the language [15] [17] .
In this paper, the parse tree for some Arabic sentences which have been used to test the parsing system is generated by using Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) recursive descent (TopDown) parser [14] with an update in its source code to deal with Arabic sentences in a correct way. Figure 2 shows the parse tree for the following Arabic sentence as an example:
[Take the white car]
The grammatical production (which extracted from CFG shown in Figure 1) for the above sentence is as follows:
The interpretation of the CFG described in Figure 2 requires syntactic analysis or parsing. Table 1 presents the syntactic analysis (category) of Arabic sentence of Example 1. The main task of syntactical analysis is to check whether an input sentence can be generated by a given grammar or not. When the answer is no, the program does not generate any parse tree and it displays "the sentence is syntactically incorrect" as an output [13] .
The syntactical analysis requires lexical (syntactical) information for each word in the sentence that needs to parse, such this information usually obtained from the output of a Part-OfSpeech (POS) tagger. POS tagging system is an important first step and an integral part for any parsing system. The aim of POS tagging system is to assign the lexical category (N: noun, V: verb: P: particle) to each word in the parsing sentences.
Since a parser must be tested using annotated data sets (annotated corpus), a POS tagging system called AMT, developed by the first author [2] has been used to assign the correct POS general tag to each word in the parsing sentences, especially those words belonging to noun (N) or verb (V) category. In addition, a complete list of Arabic stopwords including the Arabic particles has been compiled by the second author [10] and also used to tag those words belonging to particle (P) class. Figure 3 shows how AMT perform tagging while a screenshot of AMT tagger is shown in Figure 4 .
The AMT tagger used pattern-based approach which depends on the pattern of the word to assign the correct tag either noun (N) or verb (V). Lexical and Contextual rules also have been used to tag those words when the pattern module fails to assign the correct tag to a given word or token. In fact, AMT tagger produced detailed tag to each word in the raw text including the inflectional feature of the word such as person, gender, number, etc. In this paper, we have used only the three main general tags (N: (for all types of noun), V: verb, P: (for all types of particle)) to each word in testing corpus. Further information about AMT tagger is available at [2] . 
PARSER
Building a CFG is not sufficient to determine whether a given sentence belong to the language that the CFG defines, this is not the main goal of a CFG. It's only defines a language [7] . The parser task is to map a sentence (string of words) to its parse tree. Once the mapping is correctly done, the sentence is definitely belonging to the language that the CFG defines, and the task of the parser is completely successful.
Top-Down is one of the parsing strategies. This approach builds a parse from the starting symbol (S). The goal of Top-Down parsing system is to parse the input sentence according to the given grammar productions. It picks a production rule and tries to match the input sentence words [15] .
To build a parse, the following steps should be repeated until the fringe of the parse tree matches the input sentence (string).
(1) At the Start node S, Select a production with S on its left hand side and for each symbol on its right hand side, construct the appropriate child.
(2) When a terminal is added to the fringe that does not match the input string, then backtrack.
(3) Find the next node to be expanded.
If the parse tree did not match the input sentence (string) then it means that input sentence has a syntax error with respect to grammatical production that is whitened [3] .
In this paper, we have used NLTK recursive descent (Top-Down) parser [14] to test our compiled data set. The NLTK recursive descent (Top-Down) parser (nltk.parser) is one of the natural language toolkit task modules. This module encompasses to the task of parsing, or deriving the syntactic structure of a sentence [14] [8]. The NLTK was developed in conjunction with a computational linguistics course at the University of Pennsylvania in 2001. It has many modules such as parser, stemmer (porter), tokenizer, corpus, chart, sense, etc. NLTK is an open source project. We have used only parser module with an update in its source code to test our compiled testing corpus over Arabic language. A screenshot of (NLTK) recursive descent (TopDown) parser described how to parse the following Arabic sentence " " is shown in Figure 5 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An Arabic corpus to test NLTK recursive descent (Top-Down) parser has been compiled. It contains 150 Arabic sentences. The corpus is chosen and extracted from Arabic documents. Some of these sentences are shown below.
The testing corpus has been annotated (tagged) using AMT tagger that produced the three main general tags (N: noun, V: verb, P: particle) to each word in testing corpus. A set of experiments were ran to test the performance of the NLTK parser system. The results were excellent in all experiment scenarios for the various sizes of sentences.
The testing corpus divided into two data sets. The first dataset contains 103 verbal sentences while the second contains 47 nominal sentences. The first experiment was performed on the first dataset. NLTK parser correctly parses 92% of set-1 as shown in Figure 6 . The second experiment was performed on the second data set. NLTK parser correctly parses 98% of set-2 as shown in Figure 7 . The performed experimental results showed the effectiveness employing the proposed CFG and the NLTK parser for analyzing both verbal and nominal sentences. Despite the excellent results the system achieved, some sentences were not parsing correctly due to many reasons:
-Not all the string words were correctly tagged.
-Some sentences did not match a correct production rules.
-The order of some sentences is too difficult (eg : sentence contains two prepositions).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a Context-Free Grammar which developed to cover most valid sentences over Arabic Language. NLTK parser that uses Top-Down technique to check whether the syntax of an Arabic sentence is grammatically correct also discussed. NLTK is a broad-coverage natural language toolkit that provides a simple, extensible demonstrations and projects.
An overview of AMT tagger which usually used to produces the lexical information that the parser need also highlighted. Future work will focus on expanding the developed CFG to deal with most Arabic sentences.
